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John Cullingworth (M41/45) opens the batting this year:
Dear Headmaster
Most remiss of me to take
so long to answer your
most kind birthday
wishes. I have added
some homework for
your scrapbook and
thought what the hell
might as well put a face
to the birthday boy.

These watercolours were done in 1995
while in transit through the Eastern Cape.
Before retirement I was a
conceptual graphic and physical
designer in the Packaging Ind. Still
married to Jean for 58 years and we have
four gifted married daughters, three in OZ
and the other one in Gauteng.
Many thanks for the birthday
wishes. Hopefully we can chat
again next year.
Mooiloop hoor

Ray Wenlock (X47/50) writes: I am living in a retirement
cottage, Cassia Gardens in Sunridge Park, Port Elizabeth.
My wife of almost 59 years passed
away suddenly last August so
I have had to
adjust to a
bachelor’s
life. I have
just started
learning how
to cook at the
tender age of
83, which l
find acts as
occupational
therapy and
keeps me up to
mischief. Most of my
contemporary OAs have
passed on to higher service, at least the local PE ones. My
brother in law John Goldsmith (E44/46) is still with us
and living in another retirement village here.

The Foundation Office received the following letter and
photo from Colin Whittle (Prep 1950; M51/55)
Prep roll of honour — “EP” Bowker
In your College records of the Bowker family, OA’s
and current parents, do you have any with an address
listed as sheep farmers on Whiteridge Farm in the Conway
or Middelburg district? It was right on the Fish River?
I will tell you why.
In 1947 “EP” and I were
at Prep together, we
were not particularly
close friends then, but
because of the Polio
epidemic in the
Transvaal at the
time, some of us
Preppies
were
farmed out to other
Prep families for all
of the April holidays.
We had been cautioned
not to travel via
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Johannesburg, which I would have had to do to get home
to Swaziland. In those days it took us 4 days to travel
home!
As luck would have it, and by the grace of God, and
Prep’s kind intervention, “EP’s” parents offered to host
me, as a nine year old Preppie, for the holiday. What a
holiday! What hospitality! What an experience!
Do these kindly values still exist in this world today?
We got off the train (only steam trains in those days) at
Conway siding. No platform. No goods shed. Just an
outback ‘stop’ in the middle of the magnificent Karoo.
The start of four fabulous weeks.
Horse riding on an Arab stallion, galloping wildly across
wide open veld, populated by enormous herds, really
thousands of unique albino Springbok.
Freedom and fun every single day!
Helping with the farming activities. In those days even
hand fertilising the Lucerne lands from bags of fertilizer
granules.
Walking secretly down to
the banks of the Fish River
every now and then to puff
on an illicit Peter Stuyvesant
cigarette! (Mac: Wow! that’s
starting young!)
Shooting mossies and
muisvoels with a pellet gun.
Going through to Middelburg
over week-ends, where the
adults spent time in the
morning market and then
played tennis in the
afternoon.
Climbing to the very top of a mountain on the farm —
a whole day event — to inspect the Baboon trap placed
there.
Farm meals, like you cannot imagine! Breakfast, lunch
and supper! With morning and afternoon teas in between.
“EP” had stunning, loving parents!
Incidentally, my brother Robin (Tink to most) spent
the holiday, if I remember correctly, with David Roper in
Lobatse, Bechuanaland (Botswana).
After fifteen years as a professional actor and P&O ship’s
officer in the UK, David Hall-Green (M52/55) returned
to SA for a second career in broadcasting. He was the
very first face on SABC Television in 1974, and had a
twenty-five year career in Radio and TV. Then followed
twelve years as an Abercrombie and Kent tour guide and,
finally, retirement in
Plettenberg Bay,
where he and his
wife Marsja (nee
Marais Retief)
are extremely
involved in Plett
life. They have
an amateur theatrical society,
with four highly successful plays under
their belts, and Marsja is a leading member
of PAWS, the Plett Animal Welfare Service
– doing sterling work in the less privileged
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communities on the Garden Route. They are members
of St Peter’s Anglican Church, where Alan Drimie (M51/
55) is a lay minister. David was disappointed to not be
able to attend last year’s sixtieth Matric reunion at College
– especially as his old friend from Mullins Francis Gace
(M51/55) came all the way from Seattle in the USA, where
he is a highly successful artist. (Google him!)
William Kempen (U57/60) writes: I have been in Australia
for 48 years now. No Old Andreans in my neck of the
woods, though we seldom sit still long enough for anyone
to catch up with us. I
haven’t caught up with
anyone either though I
sometimes correspond with
Sue Orr, wife of Tony Orr
(X57/61) and their
children, Tom, Francis and
Harry, all Old Andreans
and DSG!
Now moving into my 74th year I am plagued with a
variety of things going wrong with me. I have come to the
conclusion that visiting the Doctors is a Merry-Go-Round
of appointments and pills. I had some tests done and my
Doctor rang me on my mobile (cell) phone and said I had
to come in to see her. I replied that I was 950km from her
at an isolated place. She was aghast and said that I couldn’t
do that and I said “Watch me”
So today, 5th August 2016, I am writing to you from
the biggest bauxite mine in the world, and its town of
Weipa. The winter temperature is a steady 32C every day
and dropping to around 20C at night. Airconditioned car
and caravan keep the climate bearable. The mine sits on
Aboriginal Land and the custodians of the land are
compensated for the ‘raping’ of it.
This year we have been on the road (or in Aussie
vernacular ‘On the Wallaby’) since the end of January
and expecting to be home again mid September. We
thought to hell with it, we will buy a new car and a slightly
used caravan and hit the roads, We have no children so
we can spend whatever is in the kitty! We have travelled
extensively through the island state of Tasmania delighting
in getting close up to Tasmanian Devils. We were home
for a month before escaping from the
insidious cold winter weather of where
we live in South Australia, and
made for the tropics. It is a
round 4000km distance
back home.
This summer we
will be home for
around 6 months
before taking off again
into Western Australia next year for around 6 months.
This is a hard life but someone has to do it!
Graham Crossan (E59/63)writes:
This is something I wrote about three years ago as a
result of a journey my wife and I made to retrace some
long ago parts of our lives. My journey back to the
boarding school I’d attended for five formative years is
the subject here. It’s written as a final school essay – a
little more formal than the style I’m used to.

https://graham179.wordpress.com/2016/09/05/thereturn/
The Return
The effect of certain events in our lives can be
deceptively powerful. Their gravity can cut through
decades of neglect to expose the deepest emotions about
a phase of our life we presumed had been left well and
truly behind. Buried.
Why?
Why is it that certain memories, when they do bubble
up, often at the most inappropriate time, are so tactile
and tender that they throw us off balance, leaving us
struggling to stay composed?

This was my first visit in almost half a century. I was
returning to the school where five important developing
years of my life had been spent, isolated from family,
divorced from the nurturing of normal home life, learning
the lessons all teenage boys encounter, but without the
convention of close parental guidance – a father who sits
you down, a mother who implicitly understands.
No school can offer those, but this school had been
good to me and for me in everything it could provide. I
knew at the time of being a scholar there that it was a
good school, but I didn’t know how good. I do know
now, but at the time of leaving I’d walked away wanting
nothing more to do with the place.
Why?
In April 2012 my wife and I spent a morning being
generously shown around St. Andrew’s College,
Grahamstown – the school of my youth. It was a morning
of revelation and reflection.
What was revealed was a campus of amazing beauty
and historical significance set in a town that by coincidence
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bears my first name. I saw it this time, and for the first
time, through adult eyes, recognising the grandeur of the
old stone buildings, the vast interconnected playing fields
and the beautifully kept gardens.
But now there was another dimension – something
altogether new.
As I walked around the school grounds it seemed as if
I remembered every nook and cranny that remains after
all these years, each part of it etched indelibly on a young
and eager mind. Every pathway, every alleyway, every
blade of grass had been part of the race I ran each and
every day through those five years of school.
When I was a student I loved to run. In the early years
it was to keep one step ahead of any lurking
seniors, who could spell trouble for a
first or second year student, but later
I ran because I found that I was
quite good at it. Moving
swiftly from point to point
was more important back
then than enjoying the
journey. The stopwatch
ruled over my deeper
emotions – my heart. Fast
was a victory, slow a defeat.
Our tour of the school this time was
done at a more leisurely pace. Geriatric I am not, but at
my age the world has slowed considerably. And as we
walked around what we once referred to so glibly as
‘College’ I experienced an overwhelming sense of conflict.
I’d left in a hurry, with never a backward glance. At the
end of five years I was looking forward to forging a life of
freedom and doing what I, yes, what I, wanted to do,
replacing forever the highly regulated life of a boarder in a
school steeped in other people’s traditions. From the time
you woke as a student, until the lights went out each night,
someone else was in command. Even as a prefect, where
there were many more liberties, the chain of command
still dragged annoyingly, inhibiting any sense of real
personal freedom for me.
Perhaps it was no surprise to my teachers then that
when the final exam was completed I was off, running
again, as I had done all summer through athletics, and
that winter wearing our rugby colours with pride.
Was I running away when I left, or merely moving on,
as every student needs to do?

As it happened I was off to do military service, where
personal freedom was reduced to zero and restrictions
were enforced with a rigour than I’d never experienced
before, even as a boarder. But my eyes were still focussed
on the future, rather than those ‘left behind’ school days
and the life lessons they’d taught me with tacit subtlety.
From there the years unfolded in a series of spirals that
sent me following the tide of the times – still running –
across South Africa, to North America and later Australia,
until that run was reduced to a slow amble around Espin,
Kettlewell, the Chapel and all the other familiar College
landmarks. (Mac: and a few unfamiliar ones too!)
The profound realisation for me, after all the years of
wrestling the world and struggling through the challenges
life places before all of us, was that, happily, the school
and I have both survived. In fact, we’ve flourished, each
in our own way. Though we’ve taken our separate paths,
it was I who was more moved by the constancy of life as
it confronted me in the school grounds that gentle autumn
morning.

The emotion I felt on returning was strong enough to
surprise me. Why did I choke up when I was shown
through my old house? Why did my heart jump as I
stepped through the grand wooden doors of a deserted
chapel?
What was so
moving
about
standing on the
green grass of
Lower field with not
a soul in the stands
this time? No cheers, no
nerves, no opponents
waiting to engage in battle
on the rugby field. How come
the tuck shop tugged at my heart
this time, rather than my belly?
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And did I really hear the echo of legendary maths master,
Drac Lucas’ thunderous voice scolding some inattentive

scholar?
Since that day I’ve pondered. Why did I feel all those
strong emotions? Why did tears embarrass me as they
welled up uncontrollably? And is it only me who’s
experienced this response on returning?
I believe my reactions were those of a prodigal son of
sorts, who’d left without a thought about just what St.
Andrew’s had meant in my life – the inheritance it had
handed me so willingly. Until decades had passed I’d never
bothered to stop long enough in my headlong rush to
consider the moral values, the social perspectives, the
personal associations and the enormous privilege the
institution had bestowed on me. These gifts were given,
not just because my parents had paid a fee for them, but
because an endless progression of people over the years
had dedicated themselves to making these assets available
to each and every student who passes through the school.
Time has taught me that, in every situation, some people
grab as much as they can manage, others pass by without
even knowing what they’ve missed.
Selfish may be too strong a word to describe my attitude
as a College boy. More accurate may be to say I was
unaware at the time of all the gifts on offer. Some I
understood and appreciated, such as an English teacher
called Mr. Sutherland who lit a fire in me for writing.
Thanks to him I’ve made a career as a writer. I wept with
sadness and gratitude when I heard of his death. By then
I was already a man with school-aged children. The
sadness stemmed from never having thanked him
personally for the safety he’d provided for me to test my
wings with words in his classes, and the gratitude was for
him being an encourager to a boy uncertain of his worth.
And sport had rewarded me immensely, allowing me to
remodel my self-esteem after years of anguish, by
representing a team, and a tribe, on playing fields where
winning was important, but participating was far more.
There was even Chapel every Sunday, which provided
for me a sense of something worthwhile when I felt so
much else in my life was not. It was a place where I felt
that if there was a God then the most likely place He’d be
was there. And in my child’s heart I suppose that was a
comfort, so I attended without complaining – in fact with
a certain relish.
Many of the other offerings provided by the school I
dismissed, perhaps because they were too intangible for
me to understand. The history of the institution, the
generosity of the old boy network, the investment in

resources both academic, artistic and recreational – these
never registered on my gauge of importance.

Coming back to school brought my life’s journey into
stark relief. Here I was, face to face with the surroundings
and the struggles of the teenager I had been, living away
from home, and having to fend for himself. They were
good times, but they were not easy times.
Struggle can make you strong, but the cuts and
abrasions of growing up leave permanent scars. For the
most part they play no negative role in later life, but every
now and then, especially as the years move on, the pains
of the past return to remind us of where we’ve come from
and what we’ve lived through. There’s a certain wisdom
just in knowing that.
In the biblical story the prodigal son returns to his
father’s home after squandering the inheritance lovingly
given to him. His return is cause for joy and celebration.
In my case I was returning to a mother of sorts – an alma
mater – which the dictionary defines as a bounteous
mother. How appropr iate. While not a perfect
metaphorical fit, it is fit for consideration. After all, the
inheritance which I had never fully accepted, in spite of it
being offered to me and every student who passes through
the school, is not too often thought of as that – an
inheritance.
So in this regard the return was the final lesson in this
particular circle of my life. Complete. Arriving back at the
beginning. Knowing now why the journey was taken in
the first place.
I never was a fast student, but I generally got there in
the end. This has been no different.
The inheritance is now acknowledged and accepted.
Thank you mother of my youth. Thank you St. Andrew’s
College, Grahamstown. Thank you all who have
contributed to this gift.
From Quentin Hogge (M65/69):
I would like, if at all possible, to find out when the
leather cadet belts were introduced at St Andrew’s College.
The belts had an ammunition pouch attached with a brass
stud.
I ask this because I have one that was given to me by a
Permanent Force Sergeant Major in 1968 (or maybe ’69).
The full story is that due to a serious operation on my
knees in late 1967 I was “off strength” and took no further
part in cadets. Earlier, Axel Ohlsson had asked me to assist
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a Naval Bosun decommission the Sea Cadet armoury
when that arm of the corps was closed down. This
experience led Major Clark to ask me to perform a similar
task at the army armoury as old equipment was being
phased out. The leather belts were replaced with the
modern webbing.
I was happy to
accept the leather belt
and was instructed in
forceful language that
the clergy do not know,
not to be caught with it.
I have used the belt
virtually every day since
leaving school, having
removed
the
ammunition pouch
which was a bit of a giveaway.
When I began to teach at
Kingswood College in 1975, Len Victor, (OA, EP and
Springbok small bore marksman) asked about the belt
and to his surprise found his name written on the inside
in heavy black ink. Len was at St Andrew’s and
matriculated in 1957.
I ask for the year of introduction out of curiosity and
because the belt shows very little sign of wear and/or tear,
and is testimony to the quality of the some of the
equipment then issued.
Coincidently the Bosun had previously given me 6 of
the coveted denim navy shirts. My best friends stole the
lot – they were such admired garments – very macho
even those days of flower-power bell bottoms and floral
smocks.
Laurie Bond (M55/58) sent us this information:
I am so proud of my kid brother James, who followed
me through Mullins in the mid-sixties (M63/67). He has
just been appointed a Chevalier of the Legion of Honour,
the French equivalent of a Knighthood!
After leaving College, James read Chemical
Engineering at Wits, before joining Goldfields, where my
father William Bond (D25/28) worked most of his life.
James than tried for a Rhodes Scholarship, and although
he did not succeed, he came to the notice of Total Oil
who offered him a scholarship to study Petro Economics
at the Petroleum Institute in Paris. Whilst there he
successfully gained a further scholarship and graduated
from the Sorbonne, writing and defending his thesis in
French.
James then joined Total in Paris to repay his
scholarships and was with them for 15 years before being
head hunted by the World Bank. The rest of his employed
life was with the Bank, and with a brief sojourn heading
up the Bank’s office in Madagascar, he rose to the position
of Director of the World Bank.
Since retiring from the Bank, James has acted as a
consultant to developing nations seeking funding for
projects. He was also engaged by the Green Climate
Fund, which, James confided in me, brought little financial
reward for hard work, but plenty of kudos! Then, his
reward, recognition from his adopted land France, the

award of Chevalier of
the Legion of Honour.
Not bad for a kid
brother
and
Old
Andrean?
Keep up the good work,
College was, is and always
will be a beacon to Old
Andreans across the world.
(Mac: It must be catching
- Sir Sean Connery, Sir Roger
Moore, and now “Sir” James
Bond! We are proud of you!)
From Tim Southey (U65/69)
I thoroughly enjoyed your letter about staying with the
Bowkers at Whiteridge (see earlier entry from Colin
Whittle).You have a good memory indeed!
We are Southeys from Conway. And obviously
neighbours to all the Bowkers from Doringberg and
Whiteridge. I was at Prep from 1963 - 1964 and College
1965 - 1969.
We also boarded the train at Conway. Except we did
have a platform! A very swanky long platform.
Who was EP Bowker? (Mac: Elwyn Pringle Bowker
A51/54)
I remember Uncle Jack, the old bloke at Doringberg.
Uncle Dunnie was from Whiteridge. His son was Colin
Bowker. Uncle Dunnie
always told us kids, that the
worst thing that could
happen to you, is to trip
over a wheelbarrow at
night!
Can you
imagine anything
worse ! Hell.
His

famous belt was hanging up in
the entrance to
Whiteridge. The belt that he was wearing during World
War l. A bullet went straight through the belt from the
front, and out the back. And missed his internal organs.
He survived to tell the tale and bring the belt back to
Whiteridge!
Uncle Ewart Bowker grew up at Doringberg. Next to
Whiteridge. He was a great friend of my Father‘s. Ted
Southey. They were both at Prep and College together.
Approximately 1936 - 1939 - Prep and College.
Uncle Ewart passed away last month. Age 95. I
attached my tribute to him, which may trigger some
memories of your stay in that wonderful part of the world!
Incidentally we have kept the family farm at Conway. We
go up about 4 times a year from Cape Town.
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Seddon Cripps (X68/72) writes:
G-Day, Mac, from Australia! Well its been a while since
I have made a contribution but it is great to be able to
have the opportunity to tell some tales as we remember
them [getting harder these days!] and boast about
achievements that are not of interest to anybody in
particular.
Not big on social media but am in touch with some of
our Merriman mates who have joined this facility and
provide amusement on a day to day basis and encourage
what might be considered blatant stupidity for activities
conducted by senior citizens.
I live mainly in Brisbane and have a small building
business but try to spend as much time as possible at my
French home conveniently located
close to a bakery and
cooperative winery in the
South of France.
(Mac: I find most
wineries are very
co-operative!) I sold
my Queensland based
marine academy but
still compete in
sailing. Last year
represented Australia
in China with a team made up
of instructors in an inaugural inland International regatta
which we were fortunate enough to win.
I spend regular weekends when not sailing riding sports
motorcycles with my children encouraged on Facebook
by Mark Harris and other lunatic fringe OA.s who are
totally in sync wth the madness! (Mac: yes, there’s plenty
of madness on Facebook!)
On a more serious note I wish to make mention of a
mate of ours Ian [Butch] Pendlebury (X70/72) who left
us recently. Butch left College and went to South America
for a year or so and rode a motor cycle all over the
continent with many adventures.
He spent his life in
Constuction and Building in
many dangerous locations
We were in regular
contact. In the last few
years, he was in
Afghanistan

building power stations and complained to me about
continual rocket attacks before breakfast. I had done my
time in Iran in the late 70s during the revolution thinking
this was really interesting to be part of history [and maybe
thats why we did cadets and all that stuff....?] I did not
expect him to be doing this 30 years on. Butch was building
his yacht at Mossel Bay and often asked for advice. The
boat was his dream for the world surf safari.

Life is not always fair on the good guys and he was
taken from us while competing in a swimming carnival on
his return from Afghanistan

Comment
OA,s are high achievers and just because some of us
live at the end of the world (or can see it from here) we
should boast about some achievements.There’s this mate
who was at Prep and College with me and we both live in
Br isvagas. This guy did a Mining Engineer ing
apprenticeship in Johannesburg........gave cheek to some
dude who told him he would never see daylight again.
When he came back up into daylight after some years
he had knowledge not available to desk bound engineers.
He is now one of the top mining consultants and
designers in the world. His text books for the mining
industry, which are the industry standard internationally,
are being released shortly
Here in Eastern Australia its getting hard to find Biltong
and Boerewors in the shops and Afrikaans is not heard
in the 7/11 any more . They have
gone back to
the
other
South African
province called
We s t e r n
Australia....
A
h
h
.yes............
its a mining
resources
recession
We l l
these
things
go
in
cycles.and
adaptability being key..... the Brisbane council is now by
default lucky enough to have an interesting individual
running their works........ For some inexplicable reason all
works programs are below budget and well within time
constraints...................well at least until commodity prices
rise again!
Edward Northcote (X68/72) sent us this:
Memories:
Circa 1971 a number of Boutique home breweries
allegedly sprang up in Merriman House instigated by shady
entrepreneurial background identities. Normally this
would have been business as usual but for some key
identifiers......smell ...
noise....unexpected
explosion.
The
long
suffering House
master Baasie van
Vyk was on the
case and a tuck
shop room raid
was carried out,
by collaborators
armed with screw
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drivers. Many doors were taken off but nothing found
except for an explanatory note...................
‘hard cheese I drank it’
A large container under significant pressure hidden in
a dormitory could be heard to make a high pitched noise
continually but was explained as mild acoustic feedback
from one of the home made amplifiers by Jon Inggs
Unfortunately one of the containers in the ceiling of
the senior dorm exploded and the game was up. Beer
dripping through the ceiling .....and that smell,,,,,,,,,,,,, The
culprits were rounded up and were made to retrieve their
respective brews.(Mac: must have been difficult in the
case of the exploded container...)
Baasie being head of
biology/chemistry had it all
worked out...all the brews
were labelled with the
brewer’s name and were
tested. The brewers were
beaten with the cane
relating to the alcoholic
content. “HRRRRR this is
going to hurt me more
than it hurts you!”
Mean time the big brews
were evacuated to the sailing room
(where the smell of polyester resin
was intense) and later consumed by
the ringleaders [who shall remain
unnamed in case of reprisals]
Jon Inggs (X68/72) writes:
In July, to mark the centenary of the Battle of Delville
Wood, I thought it would be interesting to put together an
accurate list of OAs killed there between 15 July and 19
July 1916.
My starting point was Ronald Currey’s list of OA World
War 1 deaths in his 1955 history of College and I compared
it to Ian Uys’s Delville Wood Rollcall (1991) which lists all
participants, killed and wounded.
I then extracted all the “educated at St Andrew’s College,
Grahamstown” names from the South African War Graves
website: (http://www.southafricawargraves.org/).
To cross-check Uys’s killed names, I compared them
to Chris Schoeman’s The Somme Chronicles: South
Africans on the Western Front (2014).
My research shows that nine OAs were killed at Delville
Wood:
Date of Death Name
Given Name
1916/07/16
Bell
Fitzwilliam Charles
1916/07/20
Coxford
Hugh Leonard
1916/07/15
Creed
Harold Elvey Frederick
1916/07/18
Elliott
Harry George
1916/07/18
Flemmer
Wilfred Hopley
1916/07/16
Harris
Ashley Ronald
1916/07/16
Mclachlan Keith Athol
1916/07/18
Paddon
Edwin Evens Cragg
1916/07/17
Tooke
Arthur Francis
The following two OAs took part at Delville Wood but
died later during the battle of the Somme:
1916/09/16
Fincham
Eric Quirk
1916/10/24
Pattison
Charles Joseph

Having got this far, I
decided to try and
finalise a list of all the
OAs killed in World War
1 using Currey and the
SA War Graves data.
I had a break-through
when Chris Terry (D/M61/
65) kindly supplied me with
the College Register (1855c2004) to supplement the
printed 1914 version I have
out of the Unisa Library.
Currey’s list of 122
included two former staff
members, Arthur Lancelot

Apperly (Bursar) and Barre Herbert Goldie (Assistant
master). Colin Selwyn Brown listed by the SA War
Graves website
doesn’t appear in the
St Andrew’s College
Register. However,
Edmund Cosentine
Bryant does.
So a total of 123
OAs were killed during
WW1 according to my
sources. I have published the list
on
my
website
at
home.intekom.co.za/joni/
To take it one step further, a quick
preliminary word count of the Register linked
“Great War” or “1914 Rebellion” to 827 OA names.

The following is a bit of number crunching:
OAs served in WW1
Number killed
% killed

827
123
14.9%

Age
Oldest
Youngest
Average

44
17
26.8

House
Upper
Armstrong
Espin
Lower
Day
Boarder

No
41
23
25
1
27
6

33.3%
18.7%
20.3%
0.8%
22.0%
4.9%

Year of Death
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919

No
4
15
36
36
31
1

3.3%
12.2%
29.3%
29.3%
25.2%
0.8%

Regiment
South African Infantry
Royal Flying Corps
Royal Air Force
London Regiment
Mounted Commandos, S.A. Forces
Rifle Brigade
South African Service Corps

Year left
1914
1912
1903
1913
1905
1911
1908
1906
1915
1898
1904
1916
1910
1900
1900
1899
1909
1897
1893
1907
1884
Not given
No
35
10
9
5
4
4
4

No
11
10
9
8
8
7
7
7
6
6
5
4
4
4
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
12

8.9%
8.1%
7.3%
6.5%
6.5%
5.7%
5.7%
5.7%
4.9%
4.9%
4.1%
3.3%
3.3%
3.3%
3.3%
2.4%
1.6%
1.6%
1.6%
0.8%
0.8%
9.8%

Rank
Officers
Major
Captain
Lieutenant
Second Lieutenant
Sergeant
Corporal
Lance Corporal
Bombadier
Private
Rifleman
Gunner
Cyclist
Driver
Trooper
Squadron Cmdr
Flight Commander
Flight Sub-Lieut.
Cadet
Chaplain

Regiment
Rhodesia Regiment
Royal Army Medical Corps
Royal Naval Air Service
South African Heavy Artillery
Lincolnshire Regiment
Lovat Scouts
Royal Field Artillery

28.5%
8.1%
7.3%
4.1%
3.3%
3.3%
3.3%
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No
77
1
17
28
26
5
4
9
1
18
3
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

62.6%
0.8%
13.8%
22.8%
21.1%
4.1%
3.3%
7.3%
0.8%
14.6%
2.4%
0.8%
0.8%
2.4%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%

No
3
3
3
3
2
2
2

2.4%
2.4%
2.4%
2.4%
1.6%
1.6%
1.6%

continued over

Regiment
South African Horse
South African Medical Corps
Worcestershire Regiment
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders
Army Chaplains’ Department
Army Service Corps
Australian Field Artillery
Australian Infantry, A.I.F.
Black Watch (Royal Highlanders)
Canadian Field Artillery
Canadian Infantry
(British Columbia Regiment)
Canadian Infantry
(Central Ontario Regiment)
Coldstream Guards
East African Veterinary Corps
East Lancashire Regiment

No
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.6%
1.6%
1.6%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%

1

0.8%

1
1
1
1

0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%

Regiment
East Surrey Regiment
General List
Household Battalion
Imperial Light Horse
Inns of Court Officer Training Corps
King’s African Rifles
King’s Own Yorkshire Light Infantry
King’s Royal Rifle Corps
Middlesex Regiment
Northamptonshire Regiment
Royal Berkshire Regiment
Royal Garrison Artillery
South African Motor Cyclist Corps
South African Mounted Rifles
Staffordshire Yeomanry
West Yorkshire Regiment
(Prince of Wales’s Own)

My OA grandfather’s College and war record is as
follows:

HDM Barnett 1889 and 1915
651 BARNETT, H.D.M. 1884; Ret. Left June 1889;
Boarder; Form I-IV; XV*
Corporal H. D. M. Barnett was wounded above the
heart on 3 June 1906 when a small party of Roystons
Horse was attacked by 300 rebels in the Manzipambana
valley. The levies deserted and, after repeated charges,
Roystons Horse lost 5 men killed and 10 wounded. The
rebels lost about 150 killed.
Henry Daniel Maxwell Barnett served in Cradock
Commando during the campaign in German South-West
Africa as Sergeant from 19 August 1914 to 8 April 1915,
and thereafter as Regimental Sergeant-Major until 17 May
1915.
Service medals: Regimental Sergeant-Major H.D.M.
Barnett, Cradock Commando, late Cape police and
Roystons Horse, a scarce casualty of the 1906 Zulu
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No
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%

1

0.8%

rebellion; CAPE OF GOOD HOPE GENERAL SERVICE
1880-97, 1 clasp, Bechuanaland (287 Lce. Cpl. H.D.M.
Barnett. C. Pol.); QUEENS SOUTH AFRICA 1899-1902,
2 clasps, Cape Colony, Orange Free State (287
Serjt: H.D.M. Barnett. Cape P.D.1.); Kings
South Africa 1901-02, 2 clasps, South
Africa 1901, South Africa 1902
(287 Serjt: H.D.M. Barnett. C.P.
Dist. 1.); NATAL 1906, clasp,
1906 (Cpl. H.D.M. Barnett,
Roystons Horse); 1914-15 STAR
(Sjt. H.D.M. Barnett Cradock
Cdo.); BRITISH WAR AND BILINGUAL VICTORY MEDALS
(R.S.M. H.D.M. Barnett. Cradock
Cdo.)
My father’s father, RH Inggs, served
in German East Africa with the 5th SA Infantry: Attested
Uitenhage 26 Sep 1916; Certificate of discharge 14265,
Wynberg, 14 Jan 1918: “Being permanently unfit for
tropical Service”.
John Lochhead (E66/70) writes: I have successfully sailed
across the Atlantic to Brazil, accompanied by my wife,
Wendy, son Gareth and daughter Catherine. We left Cape
Town on 15
February, via

St. Helena Island and arrived in Cabedelo (7°00’S,
34°51’W) on 18 March 2016. The yacht “Headway” stood
for many years in my front garden at Redhouse, where
many Andrean rowers would have seen her when they
attended the ZRC / Grey rowing regatta. Headway was
launched in 2007 and is now being looked after by Brian’s
Boatyard in Cabedelo. Wendy & I are due to return to
Cabedelo in 2017 when we will continue on cruising the
north coast of Brazil, Amazon river, French Guiana,
Surinam, Guyana, the Caribbean and on to Florida, where
Gareth is based.

The picture is of Team Headway at the top of Jacob’s
Ladder on St. Helena Island. (Mac: clearly Jacob had a
head for heights! Looks like a good spot to go hanggliding!)
Comments on the Andrean Mag:
... I wanted to say thank you for sending me this link:
an absolutely fascinating and fantastic read. The online
magazine is frankly amazing and so polished!
What a beautiful advert for College. Inspires huge pride.
Well done to all involved and thank you again for
sending it to me. It just goes to show why College is still
the very best.
Clive Field (G77/80)
...An editorial tour de force!
Rick Hudson (X61/64)
John Kingsley-Jones (G70/74)sent us this: While I live
in Australia, having migrated from South Africa in 1987,
I am often struck by what a small world it really is - even
though South Africa is thousands of kilometres away and my College days a long, long time ago.
First, of all, I am a former Preppie ( 67-69) and Graham
House boy (70-74).
It was while enjoying a bottle of Rustenburg
Chardonnay (which has travelled all the way from
Stellenbosch to Sydney) that I had one of those it-is-avery-small-world moments.
The winemaker at Rustenburg is Simon Barlow. Simon
(U70/74) and Paul Scher (G70/72) were best mates from
their days at Wet Pups (Western Province Primary) before
starting at College with me in 1970. Paul Scher was one
of my best mates - so in Paul, Simon and I had a mutual
friend. Simon I have therefore known each other for over
40 years.
Smaller world that it is, Simon married Roseanne Hare.
Her folks were next neighbours of my parents in Port
Alfred!
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The world gets even smaller. Rhodes University was,
as most would know, actually started by College.
One of my great mates from my Rhodes University
days (after matriculating at College, I went on to Rhodes
to complete a Bachelor of
Journalism degree) was Don
Wilson. Don is today CFO for
Barlow World - and every
time I visit South Africa (about
once every 18 months) I
always catch up with Don. He
too is a fan of Rustenburg wines!
I stand open to correction but I
believe Simon’s grandfather (or is
it great grand father) was Punch
Barlow who founded what is today
Barlow World !
In closing, I keep in touch with
several OAs who matriculated with me
and who, like me, now live in Oz.
These include Peter Mullins (obviously a relative of
Lorraine Mullins who was my housemaster when I was in
Tigers at Prep, aka Cradock Road Primary, and Griff
Mullins who was my headmaster at Prep), Graham Dane
(Upper), Ken Harwood (my best mate from Graham) and
Martin Boustred (Upper). Martin’s younger brother (Neil
Boustred) was best mates with my fag - James RussellWalling. Neil practices as an ear, nose
and throat specialist about three kms
from where I live in
Hornsby!
Somewhere I still
have a 1974 prefects
photograph and if
my memory serves me
correctly, all of those
mentioned in the above
sentence are in that photo.
Given there are only
about 30 prefects in that
photo, one can only wonder
at what the odds are that five
out of the 30 ended up in Oz?
Nigel Marsh (E79/83) writes: After 11 years working for
Canterbury Cricket I went back to School! I am now a
fully registered Primary School Teacher, teaching a Year
5/6 (old standard 4) class at Ilam School in Christchurch.
Vicki, my wife, is a well established Kindergarten
Teacher. Our two boys are living
the dream at Otago
University in Dunedin!
My folks are still
tour ing the World
having
recently
notched up trips to the
North and South Pole.
Well not exactly to the
poles but close enough
to see a lot of ice!
New Zealand is still
the best kept secret in the world!

Received from Paul van Vuuren (U84/88)
Tribute to Steve “Porky” Nicol from the Class of ‘88
On the 1st of March this year, the OA and DSG
community lost one of the most devoted Andreans of our
era. Steve “Porky” Nicol (G85/87) will be remembered
by everyone blessed to have known him for his larger
than life personality, abounding energy and heart of gold.
In his years at Prep and College, Steve’s radiant
personality attracted many friends and from the minute
you shook his hand you knew you had a friend for life.
Our days at school were filled with good times and with
fellows like Steve in the mix, life-long friendships thrived.
In spite of leaving College when he was fifteen, it always
felt like Steve had never left us at all. His determination to
maintain contact and friendships across the world became
his trademark in his adult life. Steve never gave too much
thought to the cost and effort of travelling half way across
the globe to see mates. There always seemed to be another
trip abroad in the pipeline for Steve and, as he travelled,
he drew us all together in ways that would not have been
possible without him.
We were truly blessed by Steve’s friendship and were
not completely aware of the profound impact that he
would have on all our lives until now. Never shy of a
story from school days, Steve’s passion for Prep and
College will live on,
his omnipresence,
infectious
smile,
generosity, humour
and his gourmet
cooking will always
be remembered.
Steve, our dear
friend, you have
taught us a good
lesson in life and
living, and we are
indebted to you
for that. Your
legacy is one based
on loyalty, trust, friendship and fun and it is our duty now
to honour you by ensuring that we keep that spirit alive
in our lives and grow it into our children, who deserve to
love life the way you did.

Taken outside Upper house in 1986: Paul van Vuuren,
Robbie Shone, Tumi Mosothoane, Steve Nicol
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The same group years later
Some news on Andrew Scott (U95/99). Andrew’s wife
Caroline (Sanders Merriman 1997) writes:
Andrew and I have been married for 3 years and have
two little girls, Emily (2 years) and Annabel (8 months).
We have moved back to farm in the Winterberg, Eastern
Cape.
Prior to our move Andrew had his own company
operating in Africa in mining exploration.
We are definitely
working towards
getting our
kids to DSG
in the future,
we attended a
few old boy
and girl events
while we were
living in Cape
Town and still see
many of our friends from
school.
David Wright (A95/99) sent us this:
After College, I studied Architecture in Port Elizabeth
then moved to Cape Town and now London where I
have been since 2009. I am an Associate at the firm, and
work mainly in the Healthcare & High-End Residential
sectors. My latest project is to deliver a Proton Beam
Therapy Centre within the constraints of two Georgian
Terraced houses in Harley Street, London. This facility
uses the latest oncotherapy technology to provide lifesaving treatment with a long term remission and will be
the first of its kind in the world.
It is strange how my career has led me down the
healthcare route having completed Intensive care units,
hospital refurbishment strategies, operating theatres and
a bone marrow transplant unit. Perhaps the passion for
life-saving medical treatment comes from losing my dear
friends Lucy Davidson (Espin 96-00) and Neville de
Villiers (Armstrong 95-99) to cancer at such a young age.
On a happier note, I tied the knot in March this year at
the St. Pancras Renaissance Hotel in London. It was a
small ceremony, but good to have some friends from
school in attendance. My husband, Michael, is an Actuary
for Royal Sun Alliance and we live in London. I took him
on a tour of College when we visited South Africa in 2013
– to think its been more than 20 years since I arrived as a
12 year old new-boy and how those 5 years have
influenced my life… Seems like yesterday!

Simon Merrick
(M96/00) has
been cooking
alongside George
Calombaris for a
few years now but
has recently been
promoted to Head
Chef of George’s
Gazi restaurant in
Melbourne.

The caption reads: Congrats to Chef Simon – recently
promoted to the role of head chef! He’s been at GAZI
since the beginning, working his way up from a Chef de
Partie on the grill section to Sous Chef to leading the
kitchen. Make sure you say hello next time you see him
in the pass! (Mac: send air ticket!)
Andrew de Blocq (A05/09) writes:
After matriculating in 2009 I did a gap year in Scotland,
basing my choice of destination on my bagpipe playing
which was developed at SAC under the inimitable tutelage
of Chris Terry. It was certainly a formative year for me in
terms of personal growth, and was also a bumper year
for my piping. With the Loretto School Pipe Band I played
in a number of major events, including a Test match at
Lords Cricket Ground, at the Menin Gate in Ypres,
Belgium, for Armistice Day, at the Hausgauen Tattoo in
Alsace, France, and for the Pope on his visit to Edinburgh.
But the best of all was accompanying Sir Paul McCartney
for his rendition of the famous Wings tune, ‘Mull of
Kintyre’, in front of a packed Hampden Park in Glasgow.
Returning to South Africa to study Biology at UCT, I joined
the Cape Town Highlanders Drums and Pipes, which is a
regimental pipe band based at the Cape Town Castle.
The band has been a home for many Capetonian OA
pipers, with recent former players including the Springer
twins David and Bradley, Matthew Marshall, Craig Howes,
and Kevin Moir. Currently in the band there are four OAs:
Mike Inggs, Lindsay Clive Hunting, Michael-Jon (MJ)
Rosslee, and myself. Many of the instruments played in
the band are in fact Terry bagpipes, with the entire 5player front rank of pipers at the 2016 SA Pipe Band
Championships playing Chris’s finely crafted instruments.
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With the CTH I have been lucky to participate in the 2012
Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo, a significant experience
for any piper, and recently as part of the pageant show
put on to celebrate Her Majesty the Queen’s 90th birthday.
MJ and I rubbed shoulders with the likes of James Blunt
and Kylie Minogue, both very unassuming and genuine
characters.
I graduated my BSc in Applied Biology and Ecology &
Evolution with distinctions in both subjects at UCT in 2013,
and progressed onto my Honours in Biological Sciences
in 2014. This year I am wrapping up my Masters thesis
looking into the effects of boat tourism on waterbirds at
De Hoop Vlei in the Western
Cape. I
founded the UCT Birding
Club
this year, which has
grown
from
strength to strength
with over 100
members in its first
year. I have also
been operating as a
professional bird guide in the Western Cape for Birding
Africa, an avitourism tour operator. This involves taking
clients, mainly foreign, to sites around the greater Cape to
see some of our unique birdlife. I’ve also been regularly
guiding trips to sea off Cape Point to see pelagic bird
species, which is a must-do for any enthusiastic birder.
Due to my pelagic birding experience I was recently
selected to be part of a bird observer team on a scientific
voyage to the Antarctic this past July. Our goal was to
record the distribution of seabirds at sea, as very little data
on this exists, especially for the winter season. The
highlights for the trip included the mystical Snow Petrel, 8
Albatross species, 2 Penguins, and a single Kerguelen Petrel
on our first
day, which constituted the first record
for this
species in South African
waters for 15
years. Once I am finished
I intend to grow my guiding
repertoire
to areas outside of the Western Cape, with an end goal of
operating tours throughout southern Africa.

M-J Rosslee (left) and Andrew de Blocq

